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Summary
Overall, how do you rate the UNAUSA Members' Day Program "The U.S. & the UN:
New Leaders, Pressing Challenges"?
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The U.S. and the UN  Two Perspectives
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Engaging Youth in the UN
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Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention
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Would you like to participate in UNAUSA Members' Day next year?
Yes

256
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No

5
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98.1%

Did you gain new information and ideas that you plan to use to help strengthen the
UN and the US role in it?
Yes

246

94.6%

No

14

5.4%

94.6%

If yes in what way?
youth involvement
Community outreach, inter UN chapters engagement
I'm going to start a model UN at my high school!
Very Informative
I'm a college administrator passionate about SDG4 and would love to be on a panel.
Refugee Matters
Great agents and data, # to support my ideas and projects
Advocacy actions with my UNA chapter
How to combat female discrimination
It has inspired me to start conversation and be more proactive in the social entrepreneurship and
social development sector. Suggestion: Have more direction in terms of were to go and such.
Otherwise, it's amazing and inspiring.
Viewing the refugee crisis in America
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Engaging communities that aren't typically involved with international community.
Continue to work at UNAGP as a board member and on the education committee
The positive econ. benefits for U.S. of U.N. mission
Illuminating the language of compassion
perspectives; clarify perceptions as compared to
I learned about the role of education, poverty. Local organizations' importance in women's rights
abroad.
All new I'm a new member
Learned more about the sustainable development goals.
Inspiration for support, broader knowledge acquired on each panel topic
Plan to share advocacy pieces to my community
Got information, got energized about engaging politicians and getting involved locally.
Ways to tell people about the programs/purpose of UN in ways that people would be receptive.
I plan to legitimize my alliance with the UN by becoming a member of the UN.
I think the Director of the GA should come to the leadership summit
There is a need to deliberately pursue STG in SubSaharan Africa
I want to talk to teens in my church, and gained some insight on how to approach them.
Language to use in materials and presentations and the importance of making UN people
available to chapters with their knowledge of the inner workings. Funding may be an issue.
SDF details, refugee specifics, advocacy tools, youth enthusiasm, development @ security
council.
Good sound bites
By spreading positive knowledge
Usage of partner websites with the UN to advocate for sustainable goals
conflict resolution practices applicable to day
I loved the final panel's blunt honesty like last year. Wonderful.
collaborative
Complexities in conflict resolution, esp. Israeli/Palestinian
example of youth activityhigh points of the day was the youth engagement, would've like more
advocacy info and tools. Maybe even Mel speaking to the group
Broader perspective, inspiration from Kathy Calvin, Hamida Ahmed
There were very good speakers that we may invite to out UN Day in Dallas
We (Dallas chapter) need to offer more educational programs on a monthly basis, need to
organize a toolkit. "Program in a box" so that YPs and others have a structure to work from. We
need to be more visible in the DallasFort Worth area wit timely programming
use technology, mass text to reach out to state reps.
Change the narrative surrounding refugees, look into adoptafuture campaign, reach out to youth
observer.
Deeper understanding of the role the UN plays globally and how it operates.
2030 vision to end child marriage
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Learning about a new preventative measures UN would like to take apart of.
How to develop the new UNA chapter at my university and engage the members more
I gained more info about how the UN works as an organization
Engaging youth it'll help me to forward the role of youth message to other youth people who're
really interested to join and serve through the UN. Please try to offer scholarships for students
especially international ones. Excellent day!
From Jeff the efforts being made to "prevent" conflicts Need the speech. Jeff spoke "to" and
not "down" to the audience. The 90's saw the growth of peacekeeping Hopefully, the 2010's and
the 2020's will see the growth of "conflict prevention" as just as Jeff pointed out enormous
energy would be liberated if we had fewer conflicts. The young are full of energy. As for
diplomatsvery diplomatic.
The concept of prevention needs to be better communicated.
I want to start a chapter at NYU
More clarified aspects of sustainable development goals
Actively advocate for the UN and US involvement by reaching out to policy makers
UN programs that I did not know were in place that I plan to get involved in.
Respect for the world's perspective and ways that it can help through advocacy
Contacting representative on international issues/UN initiatives/using social media to increase
awareness in my social circles
Better understanding of how refugee system works
I'll continue to get involved in advocacy on Capitol Hill
Learned more about economic benefits to the US of engaging with the UN.
Learned more about the UN's economic benefits to US that can be used to defend it.
A shift in strategy to conflict prevention per Ambassador Feltman
I learned of institutions and strategies to engage my community and start groups. Cover issues
that the media does not report on.
I will try my best to spread the ideas gained here back in my home and in my school.
Ways to inspire the youth @ASU to join
Get inspired, get on social media and prove it!!
I gained further insight on how to promote fully funding the UN to our representatives.
National Council Member
workshops, media to send a message, entrepeneurship
I want to get involved in my community and go overseas to help in any way I can, especially
with conflict prevention because that is what I most interested in.
We should utilize technology to reach out to more people.
2020 or bust app
To speak out more, the UNA and UN need young people like me and my mates to continue to
fight for what we believe in.
reach out to congress members
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Yes, I'm deeply concerned about no funding in conflict prevention. I will do further research and
participate in the cause.
Share this platform with other local communities and colleges all over NYC and not leaving
anyone left out. Gain knowledge about UNA and get involved
Understanding that the refugee crisis is not a crisis but a crisis of collaboration, compassion,
and cooperation.
New events ideas/inspiring campaigns
Definitely by being more involved with my community
Further ideas how the UN can promote important developments in the world
In humanitarian way and the strong connection between the US and the UN.
I will continue to serve as an advocate
I will take what I learned and return back to my hometown and educate my NGO and other
NGOs.
I learned more about the Security Council and role of the UN in a conflict
Yes, but they should gain new info about people with disabilities.
Interesting stories, info about resources
I feel genuinely inspired to use my voice and skill set to support the UN's effort, especially
through my interest in health policy.
I gained knowledge about how to join the UN movement in day to day life by spreading
awareness, engaging community members, and beginning conversations wit youth and peers.
Increase female representation I both the UN and US ex: Secretary General and President
Participation and outreach
Learn about Global Compact on Migrants/Refugeesdue 2028 negotiations started
Engaging with representatives trough community action (sharing statistics)
The technology texting it was easy to do and simple to share with other that wouldn't
necessarily want to spend too much time and effort.
Youth perspectives quite insightful;continue to energize young adults and you
start up a chapter at Brooklyn College, get more involved with the UNA and gain resources
Youth engagment and advocacy
Yes, I've learned a lot and have been exposed to new ideas
Start dialogues; dialogues start movements; movements influence senators. The US needs to
continue being a player in UN!!
Better understanding of the UN to inform others
Engaging youth
Prove our support by working to advocate. Advocating the US necessary role in the Foundation
Core of the UN and all Humans.
refugee situation
Information on function and importance of US funding/support of UN. Continue to speak out.
I believe that the new information has inspired me to take more action on a local level.
Great information to bring to my chapter and membership in DC
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iSTqV3VlOnL83uXkYZcoL1r78cpOhpXT0XSUEoto/viewanalytics#start=publishanalytics
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Discuss advocacy efforts for potential change and consult politicians in regards to not scaling
back UN funding.
Have conversations with people to spread awareness
Motivation to take more action
How to get involved in making a changes locally and globally
New ways to approach advocacy efforts
The narrative of what it means to be displaced as an immigrant.
Gained advocacy ideas to take back to Central PA and our chapter
Meet with UNA members, offer seminars, and engage high school students.
Advocacy ideas, UN Food Program, Women's rights/health, youth involvment
Many ideas for GenUN chapter events.
Go out and find people that are already working towards a similar gorl and merge powers.
Communications
Better understanding of UNAUSA
I really learned how much youth engagement matters and how important it is to get involved.
contacting reps
Social Media
gained a broader perspective about SDGs and how to make them successful
bring to my high school classroom (I'm a teacher), work with local refugee aid coalition
All ways
New ways to reach out to my community
These panels reinforce the reality of these crises and advocates for it so it's really informative
and helpful. If there are people in official position of power, who acknowledge these issues and
have plans to make it better, then there is hope and strength one can find to support and, work
in and for these institutions.
Change the narrative from division to unity and compassion on important issues!
Contact Congress, utilize social media, implementing education, keep giving pins out! Maybe at
one point bring a prime minister (far stretch).
Ideas for upcoming local UNA chapter
to achieve recognition for displaced humans on a global local level
Many things caught my attention, but taking action to develop new ways to help climate change,
as a team to improve out environment and make it a safer planet environment for all. And
Gender equality, the idea os women empowerment, advocate that women are strong and very
much capable to do many things to change society.
emailing senators/knowing the twitters of the UN
As an artist who work in the publishing industry, I like hearing how different skills (outside of Int'l
Relations, politics, etc.) can do their part too.
Have Gen UN in my college
how to become more involved on my campus and engage/start the conversation about important
global issues
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I have some idea I can help out the community around my school
Listening to the panelists, especially Hamida Ahmed, has strengthened my resolve to work on
starting up my NPOINGO back at home country, Nigeria.
we contact congresspersons to support UN funding.
From the perspectives of high level experts
Adopt a future program
Community engagement matters and there is hope.
Importance of narratives, dialogues, advocacy
connect in local chapter, volunteer at UNA events, become aware of problems
That we still have hope, even in these turbulent times.
A few new ways to get involved and new outlook on the refugee crisis
I plan to include speakers and some of their comments in this year's 10th Annual West Coast
Global Forum 9/25/2017 in LA.
I realized just how essential the U.S. is within the UN.
Resources shared by panelists especially youth panel.
new app on climate change and new ideas for our next general membership meeting
more community advocacy and cooperation
teachUNICEF.com
Kathy Calvin's arguments are the same year to year 0.1% of $3.65T is $3.65B for $1T in return.
how to effectively conduct advocacy actions
I learned about new ways to act to reach specific SDGs and learned about resources.
The UN is a vital tool for countries like the U.S. to speak with other nations.
Get youth involvement to help your case!
Beautiful to see dynamic visionary youths
take responsibility as a young person to open up dialogue and perhaps start a UNA chapter.
Talk to people about the importance of the UN to the US and the US to the UN
gained insight into the linguistics of diplomacy. Great final panel!!
learned more about USAUNA and plan to get involved, focus on education and female
empowerment.
partnering with UN on conflict prevention
The US has an obligation to support UN effort especially in regards to conflict prevention and
migrant/refugee support. I really enjoyed the conversation about the issues with refugee camps
and will be doing more research into the topic.
"It's not a refugee crisis, it's coordination/compassion problem"
I will try to encourage others to get more involved with the UN and social movements.
contact alma mater to consider accepting refugee
New energy into the mission I was burnt out due to the current US political situation but now I
have a better idea what to do and where i can go for support.
I see that having more involvements in colleges could bea great thing
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Increased engagement and unique method of engaging people
By hearing these speakers talking about their experiences and how the youth can help.
I learned how important it is to directly contact your representatives and let them know what the
people want.
I learned so much that I will take back to DC.
I'm glad I attended!
Refugee vetting and resettling procedure; increasing diversity in the workplace.
Collaboration at a state level or region, not just local to gain momentum.
Using initiatives mentioned today at Lehigh University.
I was very moved by the refugee speaker and I would like to help with the adoptafuture
program.
Young college students participate more and more every year
Ways to enegage youth in advocacy efforts
Helping address the crisis of narrative
Come up with new ideas in the Mount Sinai chapter of UNA.
With educatio nand ideas
Working on a community partnership and form stronger ties.
My campus chapter, Michigan State University, has gained new ideas and is greatly
encouraged.
Very applicable and nice for future engagement with the community
Expand UNAUSA MidHudson Valley membership and activities
Learned new ways of fundraising
New info encouraging different perspectives on refugees, climate change, and conflict
resolution. Also inspirational to using social media to incite change and begin discussion.
AdoptaFuture Info
It was a great to learn how we can advocate to our government

Other comments?
Reach out for follow up activities
I love time today! I had a really good time. I was really influential. Thank you!
The programs were very good. The emotional aspect of it: Refugees.
Great program; very informative
Check in was atrocious! Flight was late so couldn't checkin the night before. Got on line early
Friday. Guard was very rudekept sending us across the street (wrong instructions) UNA folks
didn't show up with passes until after 8 and it was COLD outside. I am old and disabled! I would
have loved to have helped with that. I worked at the United Nations for 10 years when Dag H.
and Athant were SGS.
The US should and must play a significant role in resolving the Israeli and Palestinian conflict.
Displaced humanity panel started off very inspirational, but overall lacked specificity to address
issues and appeared naïve. I encourage all panels to get specific and be realistic. "Slacktivist"
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actions (sending tweets/form emails) to IS Congress is ineffective. Including more effective
communication techniques would be helpful! Also, morning registration was chaotic. Was not
well communicated or executed. Next time, signs and advanced notice would help. Simply
sitting on benches was difficult to process.
Diplomacy session was high abstracted and vague and therefore not very informative. Mr.
Laurenti was extraordinarily crude and unprofessional as well as dismissive towards attendees
Need more structure for taking questions especially for last panel
Big congrats/profound thank to Executive Director Chris Whitney
provide videos and all power points to reference
I found it informative to learn about refugees' issues, the programs offered through UNICEF and
environmental changes that people can take to help environment.
Role of UN in Conflict Prevention Panel Too long. Moderator was not respectful while members
asked questions
The moderator of the last panel was a little abrasive with participants.
Questions for last segment (conflict prevention) were very interesting
Allow more time to answer questions. Background info required, not yes/no answers.
It would be great if there were a little bit more time for questions during the panels
We need to make this a little more active (sitting panel after panel is very exhausting)
The day started with rhetoricwhich is speaking to the choir. Always valuable, but we are here (or
I am) to hear specifics, techniques, strategies. As the day progressed, especially the last 4
panels, the rhetoric gave way to more detailed information (increased knowledge) and some
strategies (RJ's comments about getting a seat at the table). Perhaps next year, a series of
practical breakout workshops so we are actively participating, and we get to know partners from
other states. I think we need to be careful about using the term 'American Leadership'. It gives
the impression of America being the boss. And it goes against the multilateral nature of the UN.
Will next year's theme be 70 years UDHR?
Excellent, thanks to all
Fantastic opening by Chris Whatleyget that recording saved! More WFUNA representation! Our
one WFUNA speaker was great! So great to have the opportunity to be in the UN General
Assembly, was an unforgettable experience Thank you so much and keep up the great work!
Very well organized, great day. Would love to hear Gillian Sarensen next year. Great closing
remarks by chair Teta Banks
Chris Watley was wonderful today!
A little disappointed that 22 questions from males were asked (3 from the same person), and
only 13 from females.
Laurenti was rather rude at points during Q&A; but overall it was a great experience.
There should be a job fair during lunch time
Please have more speakers on Donald Trump & far right or just have people like Trump speak
The moderator for Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention was very rude.
Where did you find the moderator? (Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention), Good explanation of
importance of SDGs.
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Role of the UN in Conflict Preventionvery monotone, lacked enthusiasm for the topicmoderator
very abrasive and mildly rude
Please, avoid calling Jeffery Laurenti as a moderator again
Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention it's better to address a few questions holistically than to
try to rush them. Jeffery Laurenti was kinda rude, but Hamida Ahmed was remarkable, loved
her! Maybe for next year, provide an opportunity for UNA members to interact with other
chapters, to allow college students to interact with adults in UNA community.
Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention moderator was disorganized, cut off questions.
I loved hearing from the ambassadors!
Failure to answer policy specific question by panelist Rachel Snow. Complete disregard to
question (by a refugee) by moderator Peter Bartolo on what actions the UN is pursuing with
regard to addressing the refugee crisis at root cause, the conflict surrounding countries. My
major criticism still lies with the lack of attention specific UN processes for addressing issues.
The man telling the moderators who to allow question from allowed nothing but idealistic
question with a realistic solution outside UN's scope of activity. If you people want to educate
people about the UN, tell people what it actually gets done. Mention Redd, or the coordination of
NGOs. Until last month my brother (22) was sure the UN existed on some island somewhere.
After I told him about how it work he just stopped caring about it. It turned into another
congested institution for him. By sticking to normative questions in in ideologically homogenous
group like those who attended this discourse is stifled. The argument lies in the details.
Perhaps make the information more rigorous, encourage speakers to go into details
Jeffery Laurenti was a very poor discussion leader. He generalized questions and laughed off
serious inquiry
Jeffery Laurenti can't do another panel next year as he is consistently disrespectful, confusing,
and inconsiderate
Jeffery Laurenti is a bully. he should not participate anymore. Morning Keynoteworst speech
Role of the UN in Conflict PreventionBad Moderator
Displaced Humanity Ran too long, crowd lost interest. Engaging Youth Excellent, it was
refreshing to hear what the panelists had to say about working as young public intellimats. I was
disappointed with Mr. Laurenti's moderation of the last panel he listened poorly and interjected
too often. Mr Laurenti also added too much of his own commentary, leaving insufficient time for
questions.
I wish they would have given more info as to how student can get more involved (specific)
Good to reaffirm out commitment to UN, reenergize, and refocus.
Jeffery Laurenti was rude to the audience and those asking the questions. I feel that this was
unprofessional for him to react to those who asked questions. It was very rushed at the end. It
wasn't fair to cut people off of their questions. They just had wanted to ask and get it answered.
Some of us travel very far to enjoy this. But other than that it was a good conference.
last session revealed tough issues that the speakers avoided answering them
I am glad to have such a nice opportunity to attend this event.
Morning Keynotevery through, great job. Road to 2030 The panel was great, thank you Rachel
Snow. Thank you for a great experience at the UN!
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I sincerely appreciated the panel on displaced humanity and Ms. Hamida Ahmed's story. Her
story brought me to tears and was an important reminder for me on why we are all here and why
we all do this important work. This is my first member's day and I am so proud to be apart of the
UNAUSA.
Morning Keynotedid not add or name people with disabilities for political affairs. US and UNNot
enough time to ask. Engaging Youth Too long. What that events/speakers be creative with
people with disabilities.
more breakout session
I would have like the youth panel to have been longer and more engaging. While the panel
regarding the role of the UN in Conflict was significant and important, it was lengthier than I
expected. I was personally more interested in hearing about youth engagement and opportunities
for young profession, so I was slightly disappointed more attention was not given to that topic.
Otherwise, I think all the panels discussed incredibly crucial issues, ranging various aspects of
the UN, and as a whole, this day has encouraged my to continue learning about international and
global affairs, and how every component of humanity and human rights is connected. Also, I
was incredibly impressed by the panelists' credentials and efforts tat every speaker made in
support of the UN. It is amazing to know that some of our leaders are so committed to furthering
the global goals.
I thoroughly enjoyed this event I felt honored to be able to participate and sit in the General
Assembly Hall. The panel discussion were extremely engaging and the speaker throughout the
day di a great job of instilling a sense of responsibility in all of us to be part of the movement
and contribute, in our own capacities, toward accomplishing the sustainable development goals.
Thank you very much to the organizers of this event and I intend on attending member's day for
years to come!
Please, do not hold this event in Feb during wintertime in NYC. Trying to navigate the subway
system and walk around the city in near freezing temperatures is highly uncomfortable.
More questions taken from high school student, maybe allow live tweeting to ask questions of
speakers and panelists. Would have like opportunities to ask questions of UN Foundation. I
believe there should be more interaction or discussion/focus groups between youth observer and
college chapters.
moderating q's (allot time to allow thoughtful response from panelist and an estimate of the # of
q's for moderators to allow this).
Thank you :)
THANK YOU!
The conflict prevention panel was VERY poorly moderated.
Displaced Humanity: Kamal Ama Krane is a great speaker. Would to hear him again. Conflict
Prevention: Covered a lot of ground. Loved being in GA hall, please thank Maher Nasser.
The last panel was conflict prevention? IsraelPalestine? Very Confusing. Found the moderator
ineffective and to "chummy". He lost the audience early on. Frustrating that this is the longest
session, with very little audience participation. It would have been time better spent on women,
youth, education, migration, the SDGs. The moderator is dreadful. His dismissiveness of
Nicole's question on settlements in the West Bank : "whatever", beyond disrespectful and
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iSTqV3VlOnL83uXkYZcoL1r78cpOhpXT0XSUEoto/viewanalytics#start=publishanalytics
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unprofessional. I'm so glad that conversation came up around women and gender equality, but it
might have been poignant to have a specific panel/session on SDG #5. Also overall, the
panelists and speakers were male with only one woman per two men. The last panel had no
women. Why is it that conversations of security so rarely include women? Also most questions
came from men, including the same guy three times. That's disrespectful. It would be very
helpful to provide a list of nearby lunch spots. This could be available online prior to the program
A short lunch window (with tours and exhibitors) would have benefited from some established
suggestions in the vicinity. Thank you all for your hard work in putting together this fabulous
program. See you back in DC!
enjoyed talk on social justice and human rights
Thank you and please doing this and all your great work!
Process for getting pass in morning was pretty chaotic.
Fabulous use of the General Assembly hall! Thanks for all the organizationgood programgood
issues. and mostly strong presenters. It wold be good to have DC Leadership dates announced
as a follow up to this.
Exploration of refugee crisis/ importance of conflict resolution stimulating, research driven data
welleducated presenters with compassion.
Engaging Youth in the UN was the greatest panel! Is it possible for me to get the contact info for
panelist?
Conflict Prevention I learned nothing! You took more questions from men than women. I know
it's not on purpose but there needs to be a balance. Also Jeffery could do better!
Jeffery Laurenti needs to learn some manners. Less Trumpery please! Jeffery Feltman
excellent!
Thank you for an amazing experience, I appreciated hearing from leaders and students that
expanded my perspectives. I'm extremely motivated by all of the panels especially the UNA
youth panel with Jake Horowitz, JP, and Tory. I would have loved to hear more about their work
at the grassroots level. Thanks :)
US and UNI wish it was longer. YouthGreat, great panel. Conflict Prevention The moderator
seemed a little mean/rude at time in the Q+A. Thank you so much for putting this on.
I found Mr. Laurenti to be rather brash and rude at times.
Good job
Really enjoyed Kamal Ama Krane have him back next year!!!
Have more guys like the ones in the Conflict Resolution panel
Members Day was very good and inspiring. As a young person, it was nice to hear from people
closer to my age (19). Hamida Ahmed was very interesting to hear from because refugees do
not usually get to tell their stories to people who will listen. Nicole Perez was also very helpful.
Engaging the Youth was my favorite panel and Q+A. It was good to feel inspired, after failing so
much. The ambassador was also very helpful in showing people the problem with religious
conflict.
It's incredibly disappointing to have traveled some distance, being someone who's very
interested in IR and the UN's role, and not being exposed to anything novel or seriously
stimulating. I don't feel as if I learned anything today.
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Registration website cancelled my ticket, use a different site next year?
I would like guidance for the same
Will settlements really create peace? Is treatment in Palestine really fair? Since 1948 Israel has
grown bigger and bigger, stealing land but yet get no punishment. Is that what the UN is for?
Wish more about US/UN relations (because of theme, not because personal), maybe more
engagement activities.
I wish UNA can help students cover at least some part of flight, housing, and food in NYC.
Jeffery Laurenti was a rude moderator. Ruined that session
Role of the UN in Conflict Prevention moderator was unprofessional.
I had an amazing time here!
Refreshments and networking
refreshments please:)
I would like to host a session titled "Speak Out World" where attendees express their primary
UNrelated interests/challenges/concerns (not only asking questions) Thank you for a great day!
What a great opportunity to be in the GA. Conflict PreventionThey "lost" us, was a bit "boring",
more questions from audience would have been helpful. 2030Gave new as well as veteran UNA
members something to learn, it is a delicate balance which was artfully done!! Thank you.
YouthEnergizing to see youth play a role in our future, give me hope!! The GA Maps were pretty
cool touches. :) This was a great experience that allowed all levels of engagement. Moderator of
last panel was "fair".
Laurenti was rude and inept.Jeffery Laurenti was an abrasive, rude, and incompetent moderator.
His actions poorly reflect the UNA and demonstrate a lapse in an otherwise productive
conference. This man repeatedly interrupted and cut off speakers, interjected outofplace
commentary, and spoke in a condescending manner. In no way was his involvement appropriate
and, at the very least, he should be heavily reprimanded for his actions, if not asked to leave his
position, "whatever" that may be. I would take this seriously!
Mr. Laurenti was should not have said several things and was impossibly rude!
Jeffery was very rude and actively made me cringe dozens of times he should never be allowed
to speak at an event like this (or any event in general) again.
1.) Need a better system for Q+A. Need a more fair format so people don't get overlooked and
so others don't get 2 questions. 2.) More breakout groups during the break to foster more
discussion.
Question selection for audience was a challenge (and biased vs the book)
I like the discussion part of the different sessions. It would be nice to have more time for Q+A.
Please devise a better system for Q+A. Several students/members spoke multiple times, while
some were not chosen once. Perhaps offer breakout sessions with individual speakers in
smaller groups/sessions.
Thanks for all the great information
Thank you
Panelist response were vague and I would have appreciated more response of how instead of
what, more detailed content, info, less fluff and repetition. Thank you!
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Conflict PreventionSpeaker did not speak much on conflict prevention.
Last panel was poorly moderated. Don't cram a million questions in 6 minutes. Fewer Qs, more
details.
One thing that needed to be directly addressed, but wasn't, was the Trump administration. I
understand taking a nonpolitical stance and remaining neutral but nearly everything that has
been done with the new administration directly contravenes the UN charter. This is an issue that
can't be bogged down with bureaucracy and I had hope it would be addressed directly. All of out
communities and chapters are immediately affected by President Trump's administration. We
need tools and resources to make sure that we can continue advocating for the UN in a
proactive manner.
Conflict Prevention Panelist were great, moderator was awful
What can we do to convince President Trump that the UN's role in the world is important in
terms of: human rights/refugee crisis, social responsibility, and climate warming. I won't add the
rest of the sustainable goals because that would be too much for him to understand!
It is noticeable when some speakers aren't actively engaged about what they are speaking
about. Sustainable development goals in particular. Very good panel discussion but perhaps
people should click in for questions and text them in so more answers can be answered.
bad moderator and last panel rushed
Conflict Prevention The Moderator (Jeffery) was annoying and did not foster an open and
educational environment.
Wish session were more focused. Breakouts v. panels? Moderator Jeffery Laurenti was
incredibly rude and condescending to bot the speakers and audience. Was completely shocked
by his crass behavior. Considering he moderated the ambassador panel, one I was looking
forward to, I was disappointed.
Laurenti seemed pretty rude with Q+A
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